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PF ROUND 3  Online Ballot Comments

Jackie Ku & Jacob Grant vs Audrey Nasser & Edan
Lee

 

Dillihunt, John (Jack)
RFD

Aff failed extention of impacts on Cardiac disease, Prisoners with Hepititis C, and (i believe) ABR turn impact of 10 mil
deaths. The affirmative would have won if they had better stood behind their evidence and credibility on the argument
that Price Controls lead to greater innovation and extended their impacts. If aff had extended, they would have linked in
to more than 10 million lives, (which was what they had) and you would have clearly won. Good and lively match. the best
of luck to both teams!

Comments for Ku & Grant
Y'all honestly should have won that round. Just 2 little mistakes cost the round for Y'all; 1) you failed to actually respond
to their credibility attack on your case; you should have called them out for not reading their specific evidence in
summary, you should have said, "Judge, our opponets say that they are more credible than us, yet they fail to read us
their actual evidence. they have no evidence judge, thus you must favor our argument here." this would be really
convincing since they haven't read any specific contradictory evidence. 2) you failed to extend all of your impacts
through summary; you only extended AT MOST 399,000 lives saved in the Affirmative Scenario. Jacob stated all of
the lives saved from Diabetes, Cardiac Disease, Hepititis C Prisoners, and (i believe) you turned ABR and
something else. adding all of these up you guys would have saved well over 10 million lives (which was all they
they had extended) and easily beaten them. at the end of the day, you guys had the superior case, you just need to 1)
stand behind your evidence comprehensively and strongly, and 2) extend everything. It is also important for Jackie Ku
especially to listen to the judge when the judge says time's up. Eden responded to your question overtime, then you must
sit down. judges want a clear reason to vote against someone, challenging the judge and yelling is a good reason to just
down a team, EVEN IF THEY WON. in your time in debate, you are going to encounter a lot of judges who you disagree
with, who you think are biased, and who you think are just bad judges. The way to deal with this is just to tell your
coach/lab leader after the round is over. this way he/she can take care of the judge, and you don't give the judge a reason
to down you or give you low speaks. i was going to give you {Jackie} 26.3 speaks for getting into a shouting match with
me, but you were respectful and didn't do any of that after CX1, so i bumped you up to 28.5. All in all, just extend and
back your arguments and you will win every time, especially with both of yall's zeal for debate and case writing and
argumentative skills. Good job!

Comments for Nasser & Lee
One thing i believe the Neg lacked was the ability to come up with analytical arguments disproving their opponent's
arguments. Y'all should have made the argument (when Jackie gave the analogy that if the price was set at 30 dollars [by
the fed gov.], that pharma companies would be better incentivized to lower the price by cutting their costs) All that you
had to say was, "that occurs better and more often without government regulations." because literally nothing in their
argument was specific to price controls, you could have even said, "price controls decrease competition." Jackie was a
really aggressive debater, especially during CX1, its good to be aggressive, but you can't challenge the judge. this is an
important lesson to learn, as in your debate career, you will encounter a lot of bad judges, that you will feel like yelling at.
If you feel as if you should have won the round, all you have to do is tell your coach after round; challenging the judge will
only give him/her a reason to down you. It is also important to not let loud and aggressive people push you around or
intimidate in debate, that is honestly the hardest thing to do in debate. one thing to do is to highlight your opponent's
over-aggressive-ness and just say (after they are done screaming), "if you would just calm down, i would be able to give a
response". one more thing; you guys are really talented at debate, don't let the losses or the aggressive people ruin it for
you. best of luck! Gucci Gang

Roberto Hinojosa & Christian Felan vs Annette
Navaretto & Kennedy Honors

 

hoang, justin
RFD

Clean extension of the 2nd point about the precedent of economic failure with Price Control. AFF almost won innovation
but lost on lack of card for their analysis.

Round 3
Return to Schematic
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William Parcu & Matthew Cecil vs Andrea Aljazrawi
& Semyon Nikulin

 

Donowho, Joseph
RFD

I vote on access and the innovation turn.

Henry Lane & Wesley Ho vs Shiv Patel & Hemish
Patel

 

Curry, Neo
RFD

the affirmative team doesn't include solvency in case, so you had to do a lot of work to get on an impact level debate

i vote neg off of the innovation prerequisite argument and ABR

Comments for Patel & Patel
1st speaker: you spoke too quietly, make sure to speak louder next time

Sebastian Khayat & Santiago Fernandez vs Reagan
Riojas & Areesha Rahman

 

Curry, Neo
RFD

there wasn't enough clash in this round. i think the main cause of that problem was there wasn't enough weighing at all
and there weren't really any impacts extended by the affirmative. Overall, I had to vote negative because they were the
only side with cleanly extended offense through the generic turn

Bryan Pan & Michael Zhu vs Sharick Merchant &
Caden Juang

 

Irfan, Hanaa
RFD

There was no interaction on innovation by either team so I wash it. I vote aff because no neg defense was mentioned
after rebuttal and the aff team has access to that offense.

Caty Gottschalk & Gabriela Clinton vs Eschaal
Merchant & Eric Fan

 

Jalal, Ali
RFD

Bad round. I vote on defense that PC are bad.
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Walker Turley & Max Ginsburg vs Nate Goldberg &
Aum Patel

 

Irfan, Hanaa
RFD

Insulin is the only clean offense in the round so I affirm.

Travis Kho & Andrew Lian vs Kevin Pedroza &
Sergio Karam

 

Nguyen, Timothy
RFD

Impacts had more magnitude on the pro side. Extensions were made that weren't responded by the con. I didn't see
enough impacts from shortages to vote for it. Aff wins.
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